
Alter Dale Scott/Imes Harris alliances Osweld-loposter; Robert Anson Bitit 
Amoebas a "Special to The (Sacrementh) TOO adtiole Modal "Sow seny °melds?* In the IMMO of May 18. 114 woe what he says is the material of these two, %sett and his partner, J.O.Marris, a blew Indoor..." 
Although anyone could have colleeted the same material, this seems rather such like some work done for me to Shirley Orr. I gave it to 9arar4stm, whence the worlds Norris espied everything Feasible and teak it with hies 
There is nothing new in this pipes, mot remotely. Masa the errors of the NITiass Franklin piece on Hoover and the alleged withholding from the staff is repeated. Barrie personally knows better from the if shows we did togetherou VITO. 
What there is in this that require Barrie to have any "partner' is not violable. 
There is little doubt be could have given the sem material to Anson himself. 
(IMOn this be a pleas damn did for New Times, which would not use it? It hardly pays to write such a piamfar a single papers) 
Without some erplatation the whole thing, especially the "pertnershipm seam strangs4 . - 
It ass be that Barris is trying to trade on Scott's name but this does not explain Scottie  trilliztenees. 
Or the ethics of presorting an old thearytthiely smoldered years ego as Ostrom and an original one. 
Norris started working this "imposter" and "Warren suppressed from his stafr line in September or Ootober 1974, according to whathemklie told me. It lea line for whieh the staff, obviously, has every reason to go. Thus there is the repeat from the TOWS that Blauson is "see of the lawyers who did not see the [401 meamandia. Well, thieves Slawson's *rear there were memo= mimes; Slaiman, with %lessee  fascia long report 

only 	
atobeis of the State ead other information on Omaldis Amiga travel* only One Itam even altanifind (4endldentiel)i and there not only is no ream to believe any was ever withheld from the starr4. *bore is every reams to believe acne were. To have done that mould have boss foolishly • risky. The safer course was the conceal prattles, to 	factual and e>u,. jeetural problem. 

Moe perplesdagatill is the fast that this is a h.sosehesh piece that leaks what Gould easily have been included to Make it better, old sad new stuff. It either was left out or it in being held back for other purposes for which this could be a partimg, tramples little-kmomaterial an a domesticeimposter.* Rook certainly has plenty of this and Norris knows of the other ammommeet memos on this I used to his face. Bolton, Ford meld have been ea ideal one and if Harris hadn't known it be did after siosiag ma use it oa the TV shows 
deem seam to be tending to specialising in this field. ft is possible he is selling the some toonjattore/eonspdxstarial stories around the amtlIr• 


